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Owing to their remarkable thermoelastic and scale-dependent physical properties, carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) have emerged as promising reinforcements to enhance the thermomechanical response of nanotailored composite materials. Two fundamental aspects inﬂuencing the thermoelastic response of a
nano-tailored composite are investigated herein; namely, CNT waviness and the existence of an interphase between a CNT and the polymer matrix. We propose a systematic micromechanical modelling
scheme in conjunction with a new interphase model to determine the coefﬁcients of thermal expansion
(CTEs) of a nano-tailored composite. The proposed modelling approach has been applied to a case study
involving the need to determine the effective CTEs of a novel nano-tailored compositeefuzzy carbon ﬁber
heat exchanger. The results reveal that (i) the interphase between a CNT and the surrounding polymer
matrix plays a crucial role in the modelling of the thermoelastic properties of the CNT-based composite,
(ii) planar orientation of CNT waviness has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the effective CTEs of the hybrid
nano-tailored composite, and (iii) for the particular planar orientation of CNT waviness and the value of
CNT wave frequency, the effective CTEs of the hybrid nano-tailored composite become zero, making the
nanocomposite a “super-insulator”.
© 2015 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The quest for utilizing the remarkable mechanical and thermal
properties of CNTs (Ruoff and Lorents, 1995; Treacy et al., 1996;
Bandow, 1997; Yosida, 2000; Maniwa et al., 2001; Kwon et al.,
2004; Shen and Li, 2004; Tsai et al., 2010) has led to the emergence of a new area of research that involves the development of
nano-tailored composites (Odegard et al., 2003; Pipes and Hubert,
2003; Seidel and Lagoudas, 2006; Veedu et al., 2006; Hammerand
et al., 2007; Kirtania and Chakraborty, 2009; Kulkarni et al., 2010;
Meguid et al., 2010; Shokrieh and Raﬁee, 2010; Tsai et al., 2010;
Wernik and Meguid, 2010; Wernik et al., 2012; Jam et al., 2013).
These studies revealed that the addition of a small fraction of CNTs
into a polymer matrix introduces signiﬁcant improvement in the
multifunctional properties of micro- and nano-hybrid nanocomposites. More success can be achieved in improving the
multifunctional properties of the hybrid nano-tailored composites
by growing CNTs on the surfaces of substrates and advanced ﬁbers.
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E-mail address: meguid@mie.utoronto.ca (S.A. Meguid).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2015.05.008
0997-7538/© 2015 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

Dense aligned arrays of CNTs are specially promising for a number
of applications as this morphology organizes CNTs thereby enabling
enhanced utilization of their remarkable properties (Veedu et al.,
2006; Garcia et al., 2008; Kulkarni et al., 2010; Ray and
Kundalwal, 2013). Recently, a “fuzzy ﬁber” concept has been utilized by Kundalwal et al. (2014) to propose a two-layered fuzzy
carbon ﬁber heat exchanger (FFHE) in which CNTs are radially
grown on the outer circumferential surface of the hollow cylindrical
carbon ﬁber (HCF). Their study revealed that the effective thermal
conductivities of the FFHE are signiﬁcantly improved by several
orders of magnitude at low CNT volume fractions over those of the
bare HCF heat exchanger (that is, without CNTs). Thus, the current
status of progress in research on CNT-reinforced composites brings
to light that the hybrid CNT-based nano-tailored composites can be
the promising candidate material for developing multifunctional
nanocomposite architectures those found a wide range of engineering applications in microelectronics, aerospace and automobile
sectors.
The performance of a nanocomposite material is critically
controlled by the interfacial bonding between a CNT and the surrounding matrix material. Using Raman scattering and X-ray
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diffraction, Chang et al. (2000) showed that there is no chemical
bonding exists between a CNT and the surrounding polymer matrix. In this case, only non-bonded electrostatic and van der Waals
(vdW) interactions are considered between a CNT and the surrounding polymer matrix (Lordi and Yao, 2000; McCarthy et al.,
2000; Liao and Li, 2001). Electrostatic interactions can be neglected in comparison to vdW interactions, due to the fact that vdW
interactions contribute more signiﬁcantly in three higher orders of
magnitude than electrostatic energy (Liao and Li, 2001; Gou et al.,
2004; Wei, 2006). In order to estimate the effective thermoelastic
properties of the CNT-reinforced composite, the consideration of
vdW interactions between a CNT and the surrounding polymer
matrix, is an important issue. In several research studies (Ji et al.,
2010; Odegard et al., 2003; Shen and Li, 2005; Seidel and
Lagoudas, 2006; Hammerand et al., 2007; Montazeri and
Naghdabadi, 2010; Shokrieh and Raﬁee, 2010; Tsai et al., 2010; Li
et al., 2011; Jam et al., 2013), an equivalent solid continuum interphase is considered between a CNT and the polymer matrix which
characterizes vdW interactions. There are two main approaches in
developing models to determine the effective properties of the
nanocomposite; namely, two- and three-phase models, without
and with considering the CNT/matrix interphase. Ji et al. (2010)
have compared the results of several analytical two-phase models
with those of experimental results and found that there is no good
agreement exists between analytical and experimental results if
the interphase is neglected. On the other hand, the predictions by
three-phase models are found to be in more agreement with
experimental results than those of two-phase models (Wise and
Hinkley, 2001; Ray and Garnich, 2004; Lurie et al., 2005; Nie and
Basaran, 2005; Wan et al., 2005). This is due to the fact that a
thin interphase usually possesses higher elastic properties than
those of the surrounding polymer matrix owing to the restricted
mobility of polymer chains (Donnet and Vidal, 1986; Theocaris,
1987; Shen and Li, 2005). Accordingly, our work considers the effect of the CNT/polymer matrix interphase upon the effective CTEs
of the CNT-reinforced composite. To the best of authors' knowledge,
there are no CTE data currently available for the CNT/polymer
matrix interphase. Therefore, in this study, we have endeavoured to
develop an interphase model for estimating the thermoelastic
properties of the interphase.
Carbon nanotube waviness is inherent to the fabrication process
of CNT-reinforced polymer composites. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images shown in Refs. (Berhan et al., 2004; Yamamoto
et al., 2009; Vo et al., 2012) clearly demonstrate that CNTs remain
highly curved when they are either embedded in the polymer
matrix or grown on the circumferential surface of the ﬁber. Several
research studies reported that CNT waviness inﬂuences the effective thermoelastic properties of micro- and nano-hybrid nanocomposites; see, e.g., Refs. (Fisher et al., 2002; Berhan et al., 2004;
Tsai et al., 2011; Farsadi et al., 2012; Handlin et al., 2013; Kundalwal
and Ray, 2013, 2014). It is therefore the objective of this work to
develop a novel micromechanics approach for determining the
effective CTE of hybrid nano-tailored composite to account for the
inﬂuence of the CNT/polymer matrix interphase and CNT waviness.
The developed micromechanical modelling approach is applied to a
case study involving the need to determine the effective CTEs of a
novel FFHE made of nanocomposite.

variation in the thermoelastic properties of the interphase is
assumed to satisfy the following conditions,

h i
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r¼rn

h i
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n o
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The general form of tensors appearing in Eq. (1) are given by
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where [Ck] and {ak} are the elastic coefﬁcient matrix and the
thermal expansion coefﬁcient vector of the kth phase. In Eq. (1), the
respective superscripts n, i and p denote the CNT ﬁber, interphase
and polymer matrix. Furthermore, rn is the CNT radius and ri is the
outer radius of the interphase, as depicted in Fig. 1.
In order to determine the elastic properties of the interphase,
several models have been implemented in earlier studies
(Chouchaoui and Benzeggagh, 1997; Wacker et al., 1998; Ji et al.,
2010; Shen and Li, 2005). None of these models devoted attention to model the CTE of the interphase layer. Based on the earlier
research work of Chouchaoui and Benzeggah (1997) on the prediction of the elastic properties of the interphase, we implement a

2. The interphase model
The thermoelastic properties of the interphase can be determined by a general function that varies in the radial direction
(Jasiuk and Kouider, 1993; Chouchaoui and Benzeggagh, 1997;
Wacker et al., 1998; Ji et al., 2010; Shen and Li, 2005). The

Fig. 1. Transverse and longitudinal cross sections of the RVE containing the CNT ﬁber
and the interphase, and that of the RVE of the equivalent nano-ﬁber.
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new model to that would enable us to determine the thermoelastic
properties of the interphase; as follows,

 
h i
r   r  r h 
r

i
Ci  ¼ ½Cp  i þ
½Cn   ½Cp  i
ri  rn
r
rn
r

(2)

 
r   r  r h 
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where h is the adhesion exponent which controls the quality of
adhesion between a CNT and the surrounding polymer matrix.
Values of such an adhesion exponent depend on the speciﬁc surface
area of the reinforcement at the interface, density of the reinforcement, interphase strength, interphase thickness and the matrix strength. Based on these parameters, the adhesion exponents
can be determined by using pull-out tests, KellyeTyson model and
Pukanszky model [see, e.g., Ref. Zare (2015) and the references
therein].
The thermoelastic properties of the interphase may vary along
the radial direction. However, without loss of generality, it may be
considered that the averages of these properties along the radial
direction can be treated as homogenized constant properties and
can be determined by averaging the varying interphase properties
along the radial direction; such that,

h i
Ci ¼

1
ri  rn

Zri h i

Ci  dr
r

rn

and

n o
ai ¼

1
ri  rn

Zri n o

ai  dr
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is considered. The radially grown wavy CNTs reinforce the polymer
matrix surrounding the ﬁber along the direction transverse to the
length of the ﬁber. Thus, the combination of the ﬁber with CNTs and
the polymer matrix can be viewed as a nano-tailored cylindrical
composite in which the ﬁber is embedded in the CNT-reinforced
polymer matrix nanocomposite (PMNC). From the constructional
features of the nano-tailored composite, it may be viewed that the
ﬁber is wrapped by a lamina of the PMNC material, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. The orientation of the plane of wavy CNTs radially grown on
the circumferential surface of the ﬁber will inﬂuence the effective
CTEs of the nano-tailored composite. Therefore, we account for the
waviness of CNTs by considering the plane of wavy CNTs is coplanar
with either the longitudinal (1e3) plane or the transverse (2e3)
plane of the ﬁber, as shown in Fig. 4. The average effective thermoelastic properties of an annular portion of the PMNC material
can be approximated by estimating the effective thermoelastic
properties of the unwound PMNC lamina containing wavy CNTs.
NC
Hence, the effective elastic coefﬁcient matrix ½C  and the effective
NC
thermal expansion coefﬁcient vector fa g of the unwound PMNC
lamina containing wavy CNTs are to be estimated a priori. Subsequently, the appropriate transformations and homogenization
NC
procedures can be implemented on ½C  and faNC g to determine
the effective thermoelastic properties of an annular portion of the
PMNC. Finally, considering the PMNC material as the matrix phase
and the ﬁber as the reinforcement, effective CTEs of the nanotailored composite are to be computed.

r

rn

(4)

3. Modelling of a hybrid nano-tailored composite
In this section, a micromechanical modelling approach is
developed for a hybrid nano-tailored composite with radially
aligned CNTs grown on the circumferential surface of carbon ﬁber.
From the schematic shown in Fig. 2, an appropriate cylindrical
representative volume element (RVE) of a nano-tailored composite

Fig. 2. Cross sectional schematic of a fuzzy ﬁber composite reinforced with alumina
ﬁber on which radially aligned CNTs are grown [with permission from Ref. Garcia et al.
(2008)].

3.1. Modelling of the unwound PMNC containing wavy CNTs
Fig. 4 shows a schematic of the RVE of the unwound PMNC
material containing a wavy CNT. This RVE is divided into inﬁnitesimally thin slices of thickness dy. Averaging the thermoelastic
properties of these slices over the length (Ln) of the RVE, the homogenized effective thermoelastic properties of the unwound
PMNC material can be estimated. The validity of such a technique
has been veriﬁed by several researchers (Hsiao and Daniel, 1996a,
1996b; Tsai et al., 2011) against the experimental results. The CNT
wave is assumed to be sinusoidal (Fisher et al., 2002; Berhan et al.,

Fig. 3. Transverse cross section of the nano-tailored composite containing wavy CNTs
being coplanar with the 2e3 plane.
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h i h i

h i
~1
~ 1 vi ½I þ vn А
Cnf ¼ Ci þ vn ½Cn   Ci
А

1



(8)

in which


h i1 
h i1
~ 1 ¼ ½I þ ½Sn  Ci
½Cn   Ci
А
Here, the superscript nf denotes the nano-ﬁber. In Eq. (8), vn and vi
represent the volume fractions of the CNT ﬁber and the interphase,
respectively. The non-zero elements of the Eshelby tensor [Sn] for
the cylindrical CNT reinforcement in the interphase are explicitly
written (Li and Dunn, 1998) as follows

Sn1111 ¼ Sn2222 ¼
Fig. 4. RVE of the unwound PMNC material containing a wavy CNT is coplanar with
either the longitudinal (1e3) plane or the transverse (2e3) plane of the ﬁber.

2004; Tsai et al., 2011; Farsadi et al., 2012; Handlin et al., 2013) and
is deﬁned by,

Sn1133 ¼ Sn2233 ¼
Sn1212 ¼

5Ci11 þ Ci12
8Ci11
Ci13
2Ci11

;

;

Sn1122 ¼ Sn2211 ¼

Sn1313 ¼ Sn2323 ¼ 1=4

3Ci12  Ci11
8Ci11

;

and

3Ci11  Ci12
8Ci11
(9)

x ¼ AsinðuyÞ

and

z ¼ AsinðuyÞ;

u ¼ Np=Ln

(5)

corresponding to the plane of CNT waviness being coplanar with
the 1e3 plane and the 2e3 plane, respectively. Here, A and Ln
denote the amplitude of CNT wave and the linear distance between
CNT ends, respectively, and N represents the number of CNT waves.
The running length (Lnr) of CNT wave is given by,

Lnr ¼

ZLn qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 þ A2 u2 cos2 ðuyÞdy

nf

Using the effective elastic coefﬁcient matrix [C ], the effective
thermal expansion coefﬁcient vector {anf} for the nano-ﬁber can be
derived as follows (Levin, 1967),

n o

h i1 1 
h i1
1
1
anf ¼ fan g þ Cnf
½Cn   Ci
 ½Cn 
fan g
n o
 ai
(10)

(6)

where the angle f (shown in Fig. 4) is given by,

Now, considering the nano-ﬁber as the reinforcement and the
polymer matrix as the matrix phase, the Mori-Tanaka model can be
augmented to estimate the effective elastic constants [Cnc] of the
unwound PMNC lamina with straight CNTs as follows,

tanf ¼ dx=dy ¼ Au cosðuyÞ

½Cnc  ¼ ½Cp  þ vnf

0

¼ Au cosðuyÞ

and

tanf ¼ dz=dy

h

h
i1 
i

~2
~ 2 vp ½I þ vnf А
Cnf  ½Cp 
А

(7)

corresponding to the plane of CNT waviness being coplanar with
the 1e3 plane and the 2e3 plane, respectively. Note that for a
particular value of u, the value of f varies with the amplitude of
CNT wave.
The effective thermoelastic properties at any point of the unwound PMNC lamina containing wavy CNTs can be estimated by
transforming the effective thermoelastic properties of the unwound PMNC lamina containing straight CNTs. Hence, the MoriTanaka model for predicting the effective thermoelastic properties of the unwound PMNC lamina with straight CNTs will be presented ﬁrst. Here, the non-bonded interaction between a CNT and
the polymer matrix has been considered in terms of an interphase
which is an equivalent solid continuum. A CNT coated with such
interphase may be homogenized as an equivalent solid nano-ﬁber
(Odegard et al., 2003; Shokrieh and Raﬁee, 2010; Kundalwal and
Ray, 2012; Jam et al., 2013). Such a nano-ﬁber (NF) can be viewed
as a composite in which the CNT is the reinforcement and the
interphase plays the role of a matrix, as depicted in Fig. 1. Thus,
considering the CNT as a solid ﬁber (Fisher et al., 2002; Odegard
et al., 2003; Berhan et al., 2004; Tsai et al., 2010, 2011; Farsadi
et al., 2012; Jam et al., 2013), the Mori-Tanaka model (Mori and
Tanaka, 1973; Benveniste, 1987) can be utilized to estimate the
effective elastic coefﬁcient matrix [Cnf] of the nano-ﬁber as follows,

(11)
in which

h i
i1
h
h i
~ 2 ¼ ½I þ Snf ð½Cp Þ1 Cnf  ½Cp 
А
where vnf and vp are the volume fractions of the nano-ﬁber and the
polymer material, respectively, with respect to the RVE of the
PMNC. The non-zero elements of the Eshelby tensor [Snf] for the
nano-ﬁber reinforcement in the isotropic polymer matrix are
explicitly written (Qui and Weng, 1990) as follows,
nf
Snf
1111 ¼ S2222 ¼

5  4np
;
8ð1  np Þ

nf
Snf
1122 ¼ S2211 ¼

nf
Snf
1133 ¼ S2233 ¼

np
;
2ð1  np Þ

nf
Snf
1313 ¼ S2323 ¼ 1=4

Snf
1212 ¼

4np  1
;
8 1  nP
and

3  4np
8ð1  np Þ
(12)

where np denotes the Poisson's ratio of the polymer material.
Using the effective elastic coefﬁcient matrix [Cnc], the effective
thermal expansion coefﬁcient vector {anc} for the unwound PMNC
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lamina with straight CNTs can be derived in the form of (Levin,
1967), such that,


n o 
h i1 h i1
1
1 1
Cnf
fanc g ¼ anf þ ½Cnc   Cnf
 ½Cp 

n o

anf  fap g
(13)

It may be noted that the matrix ½C  and the vector faNC g given
by Eq. (16) also provide the effective properties at a point located in
the PMNC with respect to the local coordinate system (10 e20 e30 )
where a wavy CNT is grown at an orientation angle q with the 3axis. Hence, the effective thermoelastic properties of the PMNC
with respect to the principal coordinate system (1e2e3) turn out to
be dependent on the CNT orientation angle q and can be determined by the appropriate transformations:

h PMNC i
h NC i
¼ ½TT C
½T1
C

h

i
CNC ¼ ½T1 T ½Cnc ½T1 1

and

o
n
aNC ¼ ½T1 T fanc g

(14)
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h
¼ npA=Ln cosðnpy=Ln Þ 1 þ fnpA=Ln cosðnpy=Ln Þg2
Similarly, if the plane of CNT waviness is coplanar with the 2e3
plane, the effective thermoelastic properties at any point in the
unwound PMNC lamina where the CNT is inclined at an angle f
with the 3 (30 )-axis are given by,

h

i
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o
n
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(18)
In Eq. (18), a and ro represent the outer radii of the ﬁber and the
nano-tailored composite, respectively. It may be noted here that if
the CNT volume fraction is homogenized in the annular portion of
the RVE of the PMNC, the homogenized effective thermoelastic
properties of the PMNC will not be radially dependent; see
Appendix A of Kundalwal et al. (2014) for details.
The constitutive relations for the PMNC material surrounding
the ﬁber with respect to the principal material coordinate axes of
the nano-tailored composite can be expressed as

(19)

Here, DT represents the temperature change measured from a
reference temperature.
3.3. Effective CTEs of the nano-tailored composite

Subsequently, the average effective thermoelastic properties of
the unwound PMNC lamina containing wavy CNTs can be obtained
by averaging the transformed thermoelastic properties over the
linear distance between the CNT ends (Hsiao and Daniel, 1996a); as
follows,

ZLn h
h NC i
i
1
¼
CNC dy
C
Ln

n

a

Z2p Zro n
0

PMNC

n
o h
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o n
o 
sPMNC ¼ CPMNC
εPMNC  aPMNC DT

in which
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1
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0
60
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0
0 7
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7
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0 7
7 with m ¼ cosq
where ½T ¼ 6
6 0 2mn 2mn m2  n2 0
0 7
7
6
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0
0
m n 5
0
0
0
0
n m
and n ¼ sinq
From Eq. (17), it is obvious that the effective thermoelastic
properties at any point in the PMNC surrounding the ﬁber with
respect to the principal material coordinate axes of the nanotailored composite vary over the annular cross section of the
PMNC. The effective thermoelastic properties of such annular
portion of the PMNC containing wavy CNTs with respect to the
principal coordinate axes of the nano-tailored composite can be
determined as,

¼
2

n

2

with

h

and

(17)

3.2. Modelling of the annular portion of PMNC containing wavy
CNTs
The effective thermoelastic properties at any point of any slice of
the unwound PMNC lamina where the CNT is inclined at an angle f
with the 3 (30 )-axis can be derived by employing the appropriate
transformations. Thus, if the plane of CNT waviness is coplanar with
the 1e3 plane, the effective thermoelastic properties at any point in
the unwound PMNC lamina where the CNT is inclined at an angle f
with the 3 (30 )-axis are given by,

245
NC

ZLn n
n
o
o
1
aNC dy
aNC ¼
Ln
0

Utilizing the effective elastic properties of the PMNC as the
matrix material properties and the ﬁber being aligned along the 1direction as the reinforcement, the MorieTanaka model can be
augmented to derive the effective elastic coefﬁcient matrix [C] of
the nano-tailored composite, such that,

h
i1 
i
h i h
i
h
~3
~ 3 vPMNC ½I þ vf А
½C ¼ CPMNC þ vf Cf  CPMNC
А

(16)

(20)
where
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i1 h i h
i1
h ih
~ 3 ¼ ½I þ Sf
CPMNC
Cf  CPMNC
А
In Eq. (20), the superscript f denotes the ﬁber whereas vf and
vPMNC are the volume fractions of the ﬁber and the PMNC, respectively. It should be noted that the PMNC material is transversely
isotropic. Consequently, the Eshelby tensor (Li and Dunn, 1998)
corresponding to transversely isotropic material is utilized to
compute the matrix [Sf]. The non-zero elements of the Eshelby
tensor [Sf] for the cylindrical ﬁber embedded in the transversely
isotropic PMNC material can be explicitly given by,

Sf1111 ¼ Sf2222 ¼
Sf1122 ¼ Sf2211 ¼

5CPMNC
þ CPMNC
11
12
8CPMNC
11
3CPMNC
 CPMNC
12
11

Sf1313 ¼ Sf2323 ¼ 1=4

8CPMNC
11
and

;
;

Sf1212 ¼

Sf1133 ¼ Sf2233 ¼

CPMNC
13
2CPMNC
11

;

3CPMNC
 CPMNC
11
12
8CPMNC
11
(21)

At this juncture it should be noted that the Eshelby tensor used
in the Mori-Tanaka approach is a function of the properties of the
matrix and the shape of a ﬁber, and we used actual volume fraction
of the ﬁber in Eq. (20).
Using the effective elastic coefﬁcient matrix [C], the effective
thermal expansion coefﬁcient vector {a} for the nano-tailored
composite can be determined as follows:

i1 1 n o
h i1 h i1 h
n o 
Cf
af
 CPMNC
fag ¼ af þ ½C1  Cf
o
n
 aPMNC
(22)

4. Results and discussion
In this section, the predictions by the present micromechanics
modelling approach are compared with existing experimental/
numerical results of the CNT/polymer matrix interphase, CNTreinforced composite and nano-tailored composite. Subsequently,
the effective thermoelastic properties of the nanocomposite
(PMNC) containing either straight CNTs or wavy CNTs and the
effective CTEs of the nano-tailored composite have been
determined.
4.1. Comparisons with experimental and numerical results
At this point, it is desirable to validate the interphase model
developed in Section 2. For this purpose, the results of the present
interphase model were compared with the predictions of molecular dynamics simulations carried out by Tsai et al. (2010). In their
study, the thickness of the interphase (hi) was assumed equal to the
non-bonded gap, and the corresponding elastic properties were
determined from the molecular energy calculated from molecular
dynamics simulations. Tsai et al. (2010) determined the Young's
modulus of the interphase from the normalized non-bonded energy in CNT/polyimide nanocomposite considering three different
types of zigzag CNTs. For the comparison purpose, transversely
isotropic elastic properties of zigzag CNTs are taken from Tsai et al.
(2010) and the elastic properties of the polymer material are taken
from Odegard et al. (2003). In Table 1, the predicted Young's
modulus of the interphase considering adhesion coefﬁcient (h) as

40 are compared with the existing molecular dynamics simulations. With CNT type varying from (10, 0) to (18, 0), these comparisons reveal that: (i) the present interphase model accurately
predict Young's modulus of the interphase for the CNT (14, 0) and
(ii) over predicts Young's modulus of the interphase for a smaller
diameter of CNT and (iii) under predicts the same for larger
diameter of CNT. The marginal differences observed are attributed
to the fact that the polyimide polymer is generated by 10 repeated
monomer units in the study of Tsai et al. (2010), whereas in the
present interphase model, the elastic properties of the polyimide
material are taken from Odegard et al. (2003). Thus, it can be
inferred from these comparisons that the present interphase model
can be reliably applied to predict the thermoelastic properties of
the interphase if the value of CNT diameter is between 1 and 1.4 nm
and the value of h is 40.
The engineering constants of the unwound PMNC containing
sinusoidally wavy CNTs determined by the Mori-Tanaka model
were compared with the similar nanocomposite containing sinusoidally wavy CNTs studied by Farsadi et al. (2012). Table 2 summarises the outcome of this comparison. The two sets of results
predicted by the ﬁnite element and the Mori-Tanaka models are in
excellent agreement, validating the Mori-Tanaka model utilized in
this study. To further validate the Mori-Tanaka model, the effective
CTEs of the PMNC predicted by the Mori-Tanaka model are
compared with the ﬁnite element predictions of the PMNC containing straight CNTs. Kirtania and Chakraborty (2009) determined
the CTEs of the aligned CNT-reinforced composite by employing the
ﬁnite element model. In this validation example, CNTs and matrix
material of the nanocomposite studied by Kirtania and Chakraborty
(2009) are considered for the constituent phases of the unwound
PMNC containing straight CNTs. For the effective CTEs of the CNTreinforced composite, the two sets of results are in excellent
agreement as demonstrated in Table 3.
The work was further extended to validate the present micromechanical modelling approach against that of the experimental
study on the nano-reinforced laminated composite (NRLC). A novel
NRLC has been characterized experimentally and numerically by
Kulkarni et al. (2010). The longitudinal and transverse cross sections of such NRLC are shown schematically in Fig. 5. From this
schematic, it may be observed that the geometry of the NRLC is
similar to that of the nano-tailored composite presented in Figs. 2
and 3. Thus, to validate the present modelling approach implementing the transformations and homogenization procedures on
the annular portion of the PMNC surrounding the ﬁber, the present
results are compared with the results for the NRLC. In this validation example, the constituent phases as well as the geometrical
parameters of the NRLC studied by Kulkarni et al. (2010) are
considered for the comparison purpose. Table 4 demonstrates the
comparison between the two sets of results for the NRLC. It may be
observed from Table 4 that the predicted value of the transverse
Young's modulus (Ex) of the NRLC computed by the present model
match closely with that of the experimental value. The experimental value of Ex is lower than the theoretical prediction, and this
is attributed to the fact that CNTs are not perfectly radially grown
and straight, and hence the radial stiffening of the NRLC decreases
(Kulkarni et al., 2010). It may also be noted that the value of Ex
predicted by the present model is much closer to the experimental
value than that of the numerical value predicted by Kulkarni et al.
(2010). This is attributed to the fact that the appropriate transformation and homogenization procedures have been implemented in the present study, whereas Kulkarni et al. (2010) did not
consider such transformation and homogenization procedures in
their numerical modelling. These comparisons are signiﬁcant since
the prediction of the transverse Young's modulus of the NRLC
provides critical check on the validity of the present model. Thus, it
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Table 1
Comparison of the Young's modulus of the CNT/polymer matrix interphase.
CNT type

dn (nm)

(10, 0)
(14, 0)
(18, 0)

hi (nm)

0.78
1.1
1.42

0.3333
0.3236
0.3158

E (GPa)

E (GPa)

Molecular dynamics simulationsa

Present modelb (h ¼ 40)

19.23
17.95
17.90

21.90
17.92
15.65

a

Tsai et al. (2010).
In this validation example, the Young's modulus (Ep) and the Poisson's ratio (np) of the polymer matrix are considered as 3.8 GPa and 0.4, respectively (Odegard et al.,
2003).
b

Table 2
Comparison of the engineering constants of the unwound PMNC material with
sinusoidally wavy CNTs.
w ¼ A/l

Eyy (GPa)
FE Model

0
0.005
0.010
0.015
0.020
0.025
0.030

Exx (GPa)
a

18
17.920
17.780
17.690
17.570
17.480
17.130

Present

FE Modela

Present

17.800
17.790
17.800
17.750
17.720
17.680
17.630

4.577
4.574
4.570
4.566
4.563
4.561
4.559

4.448
4.448
4.446
4.445
4.442
4.440
4.435

a
Farsadi et al. (2012): En ¼ 1030 GPa, nn ¼ 0.063, Ep ¼ 3.8 GPa, np ¼ 0.4 and CNT
volume fraction, vn ¼ 0.014; where w is the waviness ratio; A and l are the
amplitude and the wave length of sinusoidally wavy CNT; En and nn are the Young's
modulus and Poisson's ratio of the CNT. Eyy and Exx are the axial and transverse
Young's moduli of the unwound PMNC containing sinusoidally wavy CNTs,
respectively.

Table 3
Comparison of the CTEs of the unwound PMNC material with the straight CNTs.
vn

a1( 106 K1)
a

0.5
1
3
5.45
7.9
10.3
15.77

can be inferred from the comparisons shown in Table 4 that the
present modelling approach can be reliably applied to predict the
overall thermoelastic properties of the nano-tailored composite.

a2( 106 K1)

FE Model

Present

FE Modela

Present

25.2030
15.3020
5.0978
2.2670
1.0643
0.4253
0.3201

24.4850
15.0720
5.1820
2.2978
1.1170
0.4847
0.2560

69.7540
72.8670
74.7155
73.5434
71.7165
69.7879
65.1728

69.9030
72.8790
74.5120
73.1220
71.1300
69.0140
64.0370

a
Kirtania and Chakraborty (2009): En ¼ 1000 GPa, nn ¼ 0.2, Ep ¼ 3.89 GPa,
np ¼ 0.37, an ¼ 1.5  106K1 and ap ¼ 58  106K1; where a1 and a2 are the axial
and transverse CTEs of the unwound PMNC with the straight CNTs, respectively; an
and ap are the CTEs of the CNT and the polymer matrix, respectively.

4.2. Thermoelastic properties of aligned CNT-reinforced composite
Armchair single-walled CNTs, carbon ﬁber and polymer matrix
are considered for evaluating the numerical results. Their material
properties, available in references (Villeneuve et al., 1993; Kwon
et al., 2004; Shen and Li, 2004; Honjo, 2007; Hua et al., 2008) are
listed in Table 5. Since the investigations by the earlier researchers
(Yosida, 2000; Maniwa et al., 2001; Kwon et al., 2004) showed the
strong temperature dependence of the CTEs of CNTs, the variation
of CTEs of the armchair (10, 10) CNT with the temperature deviation
is considered here. But the elastic properties of CNTs and polymer
are reported to be marginally dependent on the temperature deviation (Mallick, 1979; Zhang and Shen, 2006; Scarpa et al., 2010).
Hence, the temperature dependence of the elastic properties of the
constituent phases of the nano-tailored composite is neglected.
Performing molecular dynamics simulations, Kwon et al. (2004)
reported that the axial and transverse CTEs of the armchair (10,
10) CNT are nonlinear functions of the temperature change (see
Fig. 6). Following these ﬁgures, the relationships between the axial
(an3 ) and transverse (an1 ) CTEs of the armchair (10, 10) CNT and the
temperature deviation (DT) can be written as follows

an1 ¼ an2 ¼3:7601  1010 DT2  3:2189  107 DT

(23)

 3:2429  108 K1

an3 ¼ 6:4851  1011 DT2  5:8038  108 DT þ 9:0295  108 K1
(24)
The thermoelastic properties of the CNT (10, 10)/polyimide
matrix interphase are determined by using Eq. (4) in which the
non-bonded gap (hi) between a CNT and the surrounding polyimide
material has been determined by using the following relation (Jiang
et al., 2006)

hi ¼ ri  rn ¼ 0:858sCCH2

(25)

Table 4
Comparison of the effective engineering constants of the NRLC with those of the
nano-tailored composite containing straight CNTs.
NRLC (2% CNT and 41% IM7 carbon
ﬁber)a

Ex (GPa)

Fig. 5. Transverse and longitudinal cross sections of the NRLC [with permission from
Ref. Kulkarni et al. (2010)].

nxy
nzx
a

Numerical

Experimental

13.93
0.34
0.16

10.02
e
e

Kulakarni et al. (2010).

Present model

11.91
0.38
0.18
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Table 5
Material properties of the constituent phases of the nano-tailored composite.
Material

C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C13 (GPa) C23 (GPa) C33 (GPa) C66 (GPa) a1 (106 K1) a2 (106 K1) (mm)

(10, 10) CNT (Kwon et al., 2004; Shen and Li, 2004)
288
Carbon ﬁber (Villeneuve et al., 1993; Honjo et al., 2007) 236.4
Polymer (Hua et al., 2008)
2.94
a

254
10.6
1.58

87.8
10.6
1.58

87.8
10.7
1.58

1088
24.8
2.94

17
25
0.68

a

a

1.1
21

6.8
21

dn ¼ 0.00136
di ¼ 70
e

The values of a1 and a2 of the armchair (10, 10) CNT are determined by using Eqs. (23) and (24) in Section 4.2.

Here, sCCH2 denote the equilibrium distance between a carbon
atom and a CH2 unit in polymer and its value is 0.3825 nm
(Frankland et al., 2003).
Using Eq. (4), the relationships between the axial (ai1 ) and
transverse (ai3 ) CTEs of the interphase and the temperature deviation (DT) can be written as follows

ai1 ¼ ai2 ¼ 7:4002  1029 DT3 þ 9:171  1012 DT2
 7:851  109 DT þ 2:4646  105 K1
ai3 ¼ 2:5923  1028 DT3 þ 1:5817  1012 DT2
 1:4156  109 DT þ 2:4649  105 K1

(26)

(27)

Using the above Eqs. (26) and (27), the CTEs of the interphase
were determined considering different values of adhesion coefﬁcients (h), as shown in Fig. 7. The determination of the CNT
volume fraction (VCNT) in the nano-tailored composite is an
important issue. It is obvious that the constructional feature of the
nano-tailored composite imposes a constraint on the maximum
value of VCNT. At this point, it is desirable to deﬁne the geometry of
nano-tailored composite; hence, we determine the volume fractions of different constituent phases of the nano-tailored composite
based on the geometry of FFHE, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The motivation to prefer the FFHE for a case study is manifested in next
section. The distinctive feature of the construction of a two-layered
FFHE is that the aligned CNTs are radially grown on the outer
circumferential surface of the HCF. To evaluate the results, the
values of the inner (di) and outer (do) diameters of the nanotailored composite are kept constant to 70 mm and 100 mm,
respectively. Since in the PMNC material, polymer molecules ﬁll the
gap between CNTs and the formation of the interphase is also

considered between a CNT and the surrounding polymer matrix,
the surface-to-surface distance between two adjacent CNTs at their
roots is considered as 1.7 nm (Kundalwal and Ray, 2013). The CNT
volume fraction in the nano-tailored composite can be determined
based on the surface-to-surface distance at the roots of two adjacent CNTs (1.7 nm), the CNT diameter (dn) and the outer diameter of
HCF (d) as follows

VCNT ¼ 

pd2n dLnr

d2o  d2i ðdn þ 1:7Þ2

(28)

The derivation of Eq. (28) has been presented in Appendix A. The
volume fractions of all other constituent phases of the nanotailored composite are also presented in Appendix A. Considering
different geometrical parameters, such as CNT wave frequency (u)
and HCF diameter (d), CNT volume fractions in the PMNC, the FFHE
were determined, as summarized in Table 6.
Let us ﬁrst demonstrate the effect of CNT/polymer matrix
interphase on the effective thermoelastic properties of the generic
aligned CNT-reinforced composite (that is, PMNC containing
straight CNTs, u ¼ 0). The thermoelastic properties of the PMNC
containing straight CNTs are determined for the speciﬁc values of h
and DT as tabulated in Table 7. Here, the lower value of h indicates
that a CNT is well bonded to the surrounding polymer matrix
through the intermediate interphase and the reverse is true for the
higher value of h. It may be observed that if the interphase is
present then the effective thermoelastic coefﬁcients of the PMNC
are improved over those of the two-phase PMNC (that is, without
interphase) when the values of h  40. At higher values of h, the
effective thermoelastic coefﬁcients of the PMNC decrease and
become almost the same as those of the two-phase PMNC. This is
attributed to the fact that the interphase resembles a polymer
matrix at higher values of h.
4.3. Case study: fuzzy carbon ﬁber heat exchanger

Fig. 6. Variations of the axial and the transverse CTEs of the CNT (10, 10) versus
temperature.

Multi-layered vessels/cylinders made of ﬁber reinforced composites have many potential advantages over cylinders made from
conventional material, such as high stiffness and strength, low
weight-to-strength ratio, good corrosion resistance and improved
thermomechanical properties (Sayman, 2005). Effective properties
of multi-layered composite cylinders can be easily altered through
effective utilization and orientation of their constituent phases. A
novel two-layered FFHE in which the outer layer is made of highly
conductive nanocomposite can beneﬁt a variety of applications
including microelectronics thermal management. High thermal
stresses may induce in the FFHE due to the thermal expansion
mismatch of the adjacent layers. However, the effective CTEs of the
FFHE have not yet been reported-this has prompted the undertaking of the FFHE as a case study herein.
Fig. 9 shows a schematic of a novel FFHE in which CNTs are
radially grown on the outer circumferential surface of the HCF.
Considering the PMNC material as the matrix phase and the HCF as
the reinforcement, effective CTEs of the FFHE can be determined
following the modelling approach developed in Section 3. In the
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Fig. 7. Variations of the axial and the transverse CTEs of the interphase versus temperature.

Fig. 8. Transverse and longitudinal cross sections of the nano-tailored composite in which wavy CNTs are coplanar with the longitudinal (1e3) plane of the HCF.

Table 6
CNT volume fractions in the PMNC and the FFHE containing either straight or wavy
CNTs.
d (mm)

u

A (mm)

vCNT

VCNT

75

0
16p/Ln
32p/Ln
32p/Ln
32p/Ln

0
0.1356
0.1356
0.1356
0.1356

0.133
0.142
0.167
0.189
0.305

0.114
0.122
0.143
0.133
0.114

80
90

ﬁrst endeavour to estimate the effective CTEs of the FFHE, CNTs are
considered to be perfectly aligned (u ¼ 0), without and with
considering the CNT/matrix interphase. Fig. 10(a) and (b) illustrate
the variations of the axial (a1) and transverse (a2) CTEs of the FFHE
with the temperature deviation (DT), respectively. These results

reveal that the consideration of the perfect bonding between a CNT
and the surrounding polymer matrix (that is, without interphase)
provides improved effective CTEs of the FFHE. It may also be
observed that the effective value of a1 is improved with the
decrease in the value of h. This is attributed to the fact that the
transverse thermoelastic coefﬁcients (Ci11 , Ci12 , Ci13 , Ci44 , ai1 and ai2 )
of the interphase (symmetry axis being aligned along 3-direction)
improve with the decrease in the value of h, which eventually
enhance the axial thermoelastic properties of the PMNC (see
Table 7) and the FFHE. No signiﬁcant change is observed in the
values of a2 for the different values of h as demonstrated in
Fig. 10(b). But it may be importantly observed from this ﬁgure that
59% improvement in the value of a2 occur compared to that of the
bare HCF (that is, without CNTs) if CNTs are present on the
circumferential surface of the HCF, and the corresponding values of

Table 7
Effective thermoelastic coefﬁcients of the PMNC containing straight CNTs.
PMNC
No
19.15
h ¼ 10
h ¼ 25
h ¼ 40
h ¼ 100
h ¼ 500

CPMNC
11
(GPa)

CPMNC
12
(GPa)

(GPa) CPMNC
CPMNC
13
23
(GPa)

CPMNC
33
(GPa)

CPMNC
66
(GPa)

15.85
62.67
59.28
58.34
57.30
56.5

1.76
1.50
1.44
1.41
1.34
1.2

(106 K1)
aPMNC
1
DT ¼ 300 K
interphase

56.20
4.37
4.23
4.14
3.96
3.7

1.03
2.15
2.12
2.09
2.01
1.85

16.46
2.15
2.12
2.09
2.01
1.85

2.69
21
19.88
19.57
19.26
19.17

14.02
15.52
15.98
16.3
16.4

(106 K1)
aPMNC
2
DT ¼ 300 K

(106 K1)
aPMNC
1
DT ¼ 400 K

(106 K1)
aPMNC
2
DT ¼ 400 K

3.54

1.80

1.80

3.06
2.99
2.96
2.9
2.8

13.25
14.83
15.31
15.6
15.7

2.11
2.05
2.02
1.95
1.9
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of a novel FFHE.

h, DT and VCNT are 40, 400 K and 0.114, respectively. These ﬁndings
are consistent with the previously reported results (Seidel and
Lagoudas, 2006; Hammerand et al., 2007; Tsai et al., 2010;
Kundalwal and Ray, 2012, 2013a), where also it is found that the
consideration of the CNT/polymer matrix interphase inﬂuences the
transverse elastic properties of the CNT-reinforced polymer composite and does not affect the axial elastic properties of the same.
Although not presented here, the computed effective transverse
CTEs (a3) of the FFHE are found to match identically with those of
the values of a2 corroborating the fact that the FFHE is transversely
isotropic material. The subsequent results for investigating the inﬂuence of CNT waviness on the effective CTEs of the FFHE are
presented considering the value of h ¼ 40.
The effect of CNT waviness on the effective CTEs of the FFHE is
investigated when wavy CNTs are coplanar with either of the two
mutually orthogonal planes. For such investigation, three discrete
values of u are considered as 0, 16p/Ln and 32p/Ln, and the values of
HCF diameter (d) and maximum amplitude (A) for the armchair (10,
10) CNT are taken as 75 mm and 100dn mm, respectively. Fig. 11(a)
and (b) illustrate the variations of the values of a1 and a2 of the
FFHE with the temperature deviation (DT), respectively. It may be
observed from Fig. 11(a) that the effective value of a1 decreases
with the increase in the value of u for both the planar orientations
of wavy CNTs but the effect of CNT waviness being coplanar with
the 1e3 plane is more pronounced. It may also be noted from this
ﬁgure that the presence of CNTs on the circumferential surface of

the HCF do not improve the values of a1 of the FFHE compared to
that of the bare HCF. Fig. 11(b) reveal that the effective value of a2 is
signiﬁcantly improved over that of the bare HCF when CNTs are
present on the circumferential surface of the HCF for the values of
DT  250 K. Compared with the bare HCF, it is observed that 89%
reduction in the value of a2 occur if the waviness of CNTs is coplanar
with the 2e3 plane, and the corresponding values of u, DT and VCNT
are 32p/Ln, 400 K and 0.143, respectively. This is attributed to the
fact that the negative axial CTE of the radially grown CNTs signiﬁcantly suppresses the positive transverse CTE (af ¼ 6.8  106K1)
of the HCF which eventually lowers the effective transverse CTEs
(a2 and a3) of the FFHE. Since wavy CNTs being coplanar with either
of the two mutually orthogonal planes signiﬁcantly improve the
transverse CTEs of the FFHE over those of the bare HCF, the effect of
the variation of HCF diameter on the effective CTEs of the FFHE is
studied in case of both the planar orientations of wavy CNTs.
Let us now demonstrate the role played by the higher values of
CNT volume fraction and HCF diameter. The variation of the values
of d for a particular value of u would be an important study since
the CNT volume fraction depends on the HCF diameter (see Eq.
(28)). For this, the two discrete values of d are considered as 80 mm,
and 90 mm. Keeping the CNT wave frequency constant as u ¼ 32p/
Ln, the variations of the values of a1 and a2 of the FFHE with the
temperature deviation are depicted in Fig. 12(a) and (b), respectively. From these ﬁgures it may be observed that the effective
values of a1 and a2 decrease with the increase in the value of d. This
is due to the fact that the CNT volume fraction in the PMNC increases with the increase in the value of d which eventually enhances the effective CTEs of the FFHE (see Table 6). Fig. 12(a) reveals
that the value of a1 is signiﬁcantly improved if the waviness of CNTs
is coplanar with the 1e3 plane. When the waviness of CNTs is
coplanar with the longitudinal (1e3) plane of the HCF, the amplitudes of the CNT waves becomes parallel to the 1-axis, which results in the aligning of the projections of parts of CNTs lengths with
the 1-axis leading to the axial thermomechanical stiffening of the
PMNC. The greater is the value of u, the more such projections will
occur, and hence the effective axial CTE of the FFHE improves if the
waviness of CNTs is coplanar with the 1e3 plane. On the other
hand, the effective value of a2 is signiﬁcantly improved if the
waviness of CNTs is coplanar with the 2e3 plane as demonstrated
in Fig. 12(b). It is important to note from Figs. 11 and 12 that the
effective CTEs of the FFHE are signiﬁcantly enhanced when CNT
waviness is coplanar with the 1e3 plane. This ﬁnding is also
consistent with the previously reported results (Tsai et al., 2011;
Chatzigeorgiou et al. 2012; Farsadi et al., 2012; Kundalwal and Ray,
2013, 2014) for the two- and three-phase CNT-reinforced composite incorporating sinusoidal wavy CNTs with symmetric distributions. These parametric results indicate that the effective CTEs of

Fig. 10. Variations of the effective (a) axial CTE (a1), and (b) transverse CTE (a2) of the FFHE with the temperature deviation (u ¼ 0, d ¼ 75 mm, VCNT ¼ 0.114).
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Fig. 11. Variations of the effective (a) axial CTE (a1), and (b) transverse CTE (a2) of the FFHE with the temperature deviation (h ¼ 40, d ¼ 75 mm).

Fig. 12. Variations of the effective (a) axial CTE (a1), and (b) transverse CTE (a2) of the FFHE with the temperature deviation [h ¼ 40, u ¼ 32p/Ln, VCNT ¼ 0.133 (d ¼ 80 mm),
VCNT ¼ 0.188 (d ¼ 90 mm)].

the FFHE can be modiﬁed by changing the values of u and d according as the requirement of the thermal management.
5. Conclusions
In this article, we have developed a micromechanics modelling
approach in conjunction with a new interphase model to determine
the effective thermoelastic response of a nano-tailored composite.
The non-bonded vdW interaction between a CNT and the surrounding polymer matrix is characterized here by introducing an
equivalent continuum interphase. The proposed modelling
approach has been applied to a case study of a novel nano-tailored
compositeefuzzy carbon ﬁber heat exchanger. Speciﬁc attention is
given to investigate the effect of CNT waviness on the effective CTEs
of the nano-tailored composite when wavy CNTs are coplanar with
either of the two mutually orthogonal planes. The following main
inferences are drawn from our study:
1. Pronounced effect of the CNT/polymer matrix interphase on the
effective thermoelastic coefﬁcients of the CNT-reinforced composite is observed and such an interphase cannot be ignored
while modelling the CNT-based nano-tailored composite.
2. The novel interphase model developed herein is capable of
determining the effective thermoelastic properties of the
interphase between the CNT and the matrix.
3. Signiﬁcant improvement has been observed in the effective
CTEs of the nano-tailored composite when CNT waviness is
coplanar with either the longitudinal plane or the transverse
plane of the ﬁber. For the particular planar orientation of CNT
waviness, and the values of ﬁber diameter and CNT wave frequency, the effective CTEs of the nano-tailored composite
become zero for a wide range of temperature change.

4. Wavy CNTs can be utilized effectively to improve the thermomechanical behaviour of multifunctional nano-tailored composite structures enabling enhanced utilization of their
remarkable multifunctional properties.
5. Novel architecture of a nano-tailored composite capable of
developing highly conductive multi-layered composite heat
exchangers with greater dimensional stability.
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Appendix A. Derivation of Eq. (28)
Referring to Fig. 8, the volumes of the HCF (Vf), the PMNC
(V
) and the nano-tailored composite (VNTC) are given by
PMNC

Vf ¼


p 2
d  d2i L
4

VPMNC ¼
VNTC ¼


p 2
do  d2 L
4


p 2
do  d2i L
4

(A1)

(A2)

(A3)

Using Eqs. (A1) & (A3), the volume fraction of the HCF (vf) in the
nano-tailored composite can be determined as follows
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vf ¼

Vf
VNTC

¼

d2  d2i
d2o  d2i




(A4)

The maximum number of radially grown aligned CNTs (NCNT)max
on the outer circumferential surface of the HCF is given by

ðNCNT Þmax ¼

pdL
ðdn þ 1:7Þ2

(A5)

Therefore, the total volume of the CNTs (VCNT) is

p 2
d Lnr ðNCNT Þmax
4 n

VCNT ¼

(A6)

Thus, the CNT volume fraction (VCNT) with respect to the nanotailored composite volume can be determined as follows

VCNT

VCNT ¼

V

NTC

¼

d2o

pd2n dLnr

 d2i ðdn þ 1:7Þ2

(A7)

The CNT volume fraction (vCNT) with respect to the PMNC volume can be determined in terms of VCNT as follows

VCNT

vCNT ¼

VPMNC

¼

pd2n dLnr

d2o  d2 ðdn þ 1:7Þ2

(A8)

In Section 3.1, the CNT ﬁber coated with the interphase has been
homogenized as an equivalent solid nano-ﬁber. The maximum
volume fraction of the CNTs with respect to the volume of the nanoﬁber (vn) can be determined as follows.
The volume of the RVE of the nano-ﬁber (Vnf) is given by

Vnf ¼ pr2i Lnr ðNCNT Þmax

(A9)

Thus, the CNT volume fraction in the nano-ﬁber (vn) can be
expressed as

vn ¼

VCNT

(A10)

Vnf

Using Eq. (A10), the nano-ﬁber volume fraction in the PMNC
(vnf) can be derived as

vnf ¼

VNF
VPMNC

¼

r2i
vCNT
r2n

(A11)

Referring to Fig. 1, the maximum volume fraction of the CNT/
polymer matrix interphase (vi) with respect to the volume of the
nano-ﬁber can be determined as follows

vi ¼

Vi
nf

V

¼

r2i  r2n
r2i

(A12)
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